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Abstract
Precise localization of mobile tumor positions in real time is critical to the success of gated radiotherapy. Tumor positions are usually derived from either internal or external surrogates. Fluoroscopic gating based on internal surrogates, such as implanted fiducial markers, is accurate however requiring a large amount of imaging dose. Gating based on external surrogates, such as patient abdominal surface motion, is non-invasive however less accurate due to the uncertainty in the correlation between tumor location and external surrogates. To address these complications, we propose to investigate an approach based on hybrid gating with dynamic internal/external correlation updates. In this approach, the external signal is acquired at high frequency (such as 30 Hz) while the internal signal is sparsely acquired (such as 0.5 Hz or less). The internal signal is used to validate and update the internal/external correlation during treatment. Tumor positions are derived from the external signal based on the newly updated correlation. Two dynamic correlation updating algorithms are introduced. One is based on the motion amplitude and the other is based on the motion phase. Nine patients with synchronized internal/external motion signals are simulated retrospectively to evaluate the effectiveness of hybrid gating. The influences of different clinical conditions on hybrid gating, such as the size of gating windows, the optimal timing for internal signal acquisition and the acquisition frequency are investigated. The results demonstrate that dynamically updating the internal/external correlation in or around the gating window will reduce false positive with relatively diminished treatment efficiency. This improvement will benefit patients with...
mobile tumors, especially greater for early stage lung cancers, for which the tumors are less attached or freely floating in the lung.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

It is well known that respiration-induced tumor motion will degrade the effectiveness of radiation treatment (Bortfeld et al 2002, Jiang et al 2003). Gated radiotherapy is an advanced radiation treatment method for tumors with respiratory motion (e.g., Jiang 2006) since gated treatment holds promise to reduce the incidence and severity of normal tissue complications and to increase local control through dose escalation (Keall et al 2002). However, due to the reduced clinical tumor volume to planning target volume (CTV-to-PTV) margin, the success of gated treatment largely depends upon precise target localization in real time.

Generally, gated treatments use various surrogates to derive tumor position during real-time treatment, although recent efforts have been made to generate gating signals from direct localization of the tumor mass (Berbeco et al 2005, Cui et al 2007). Gating based on internal surrogates (i.e., internal gating), such as the gold markers implanted in or near a tumor in the real-time tumor-tracking radiation therapy (RTRT) system (Shirato et al 2000a), has satisfactory precision. However, marker implantation is invasive and radiation dose to patients from fluoroscopic marker tracking is a big concern. With many treatment fractions or long treatment duration of a single fraction, the accumulative imaging dose can be more than is clinically acceptable (Jiang 2006). Gating based on external surrogates (i.e., external gating), such as markers placed on the surface of the patients’ abdomen for the real-time position management (RPM) respiratory gating system (Kubo and Hill 1996, Vedam et al 2001) is easy, noninvasive, and radiation dose free. However, the precision is often less satisfactory (Berbeco et al 2005, Ionascu et al 2007, Seppenwoolde et al 2007).

Therefore, it is natural to combine the advantages of both internal and external gating. The goal is to reduce the internal imaging frequency by utilizing the external marker together with the internal marker. For effective gated treatment, updating the internal/external correlation in real time during treatment is required since it improves the confidences of external gating. One way of integrating internal/external markers has been explored on the CyberKnife System (Murphy 2004, Schweikard et al 2000). Markers on the patients’ abdomen are constantly tracked and used to derive tumor positions. X-ray images are taken periodically (every 30 or 60 s) to re-calibrate the internal/external correlation. There is no correlation updating during a treatment beam. Kanoulas et al (2007) proposed an algorithm to update internal/external correlation with a fixed updating frequency (such as 10 Hz). Both methods acquire internal tumor positions at a fixed frequency and internal motion acquisition can occur at any stage of a breathing cycle. They are suitable for radiation treatment with beam tracking. However, they are not optimized for gated treatment.

We propose a hybrid gating technique which integrates the external and internal signals specially optimized for respiratory gating. This approach addresses some special concerns of gated treatment. For example, it ensures accurate internal/external correlation in or near the gating window although the correlation outside the gating window is not guaranteed. This paper will introduce two dynamic correlation updating algorithms optimized for hybrid gating with low-updating frequency ($\leq 0.2$ Hz).
2. Methods and materials

2.1. Materials

We have retrospectively evaluated our proposed hybrid gating based on patient data collected at the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) Hospital in Sapporo, Japan (Berbeco et al 2005). The 3D internal signals were acquired by fluoroscopic tracking of the implanted fiducial markers in or near the tumor with a Mitsubishi real-time tumor-tracking radiation therapy (RTRT) system (Shirato et al 2000a). The external signals are one-dimensional relative movement of patient abdominal surface, acquired through an external surrogate using the AZ-733V external respiratory gating system integrated with the RTRT system. The synchronized internal and external signals are gathered at 30 Hz throughout a treatment.

Nine lung patients with multiple (⩾4) treatment sessions are studied, of which the superior–inferior (SI) tumor motion is more than 7 mm. Only SI motion is studied in our hybrid gating since it is the most significant motion. Together, there are 154 treatment sessions for these nine patients. Detailed information about the patients studied has been introduced by other investigators (Berbeco et al 2005, Ionascu et al 2007).

2.2. Effects of correlation changes over gating treatment

Most patients exhibit one or more unsynchronized changes of amplitude variations, phase shifts and baseline drifts between internal and external motion signals. Examples are demonstrated in figure 1, which also shows the distinctive correlation patterns for the same patient at different times. The changes of internal/external correlation have great effects over gated treatment, which are illustrated in figure 2. The false positive is when the radiation beam is on while the tumor is out of the gating window. During a false positive, more radiation dose goes to healthy tissue and critical structures than was planned. The false negative is when the radiation beam is off while the tumor is in the gating window. From the point of clinical practice, a false positive is more serious than a false negative. Thus, the primary concern is to promote gating accuracy while maintaining an acceptable gating efficiency.

2.3. Gated treatment based on updated internal/external correlation

The proposed hybrid gating is a two-step procedure: correlation initialization (a pre-treatment step) and correlation adjustment (an online treatment step), which are introduced below:

(i) Correlation initialization. Before gated treatment, both the internal and external motion signals are acquired at high frequency (30 Hz for our test data) for a few breathing cycles. These high-frequency pre-treatment data will be applied to build the initial internal/external correlation. For the simulation presented in this paper, the training data are the first three full breathing cycles (a breathing cycle starts from the beginning of an exhale and ends at the end of the immediate next inhale). A variety of correlation algorithms can be used in this step. We have used the min max normalization (Han and Kamber 2006) in which the internal motion signal will not change while the external signal is scaled as follows:

\[
\epsilon'(t) = \frac{(\epsilon(t) - \epsilon_{\text{min}}) \cdot (x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}})}{e_{\text{max}} - e_{\text{min}}} + x_{\text{min}},
\]

where \(\epsilon(t)\) and \(\epsilon'(t)\) are the original and the correlated external signals, respectively, \(e_{\text{max}}\) and \(e_{\text{min}}\) (or \(x_{\text{max}}\) and \(x_{\text{min}}\)) are the maximum and minimum values of the original external (or internal) signal.
Figure 1. Internal/external motion signals and correlation patterns with phase shift (a) and (b), with baseline drift and amplitude variation (c) and (d) and with combination of phase shift, baseline drift and amplitude variation (e) and (f). The figures on the right (b), (d) and (f) display the internal/external correlations of the first (dark black dots) and last breathing cycles (gray dots) of each corresponding pair of motion signals.

(ii) Correlation adjustment. Due to changes of internal/external correlation over time, the initial correlation may not be a good reflection of the correlation during treatment. Updating the correlation in real time is necessary to accurately derive the internal tumor location based on the external signal. When an updating event occurs at $t_i$, the internal position is acquired, denoted as $x(t_i)$. Any external signal after $t_i$ will be calculated according to the following equation:

$$e'(t) = e'_{\text{pre}}(t) - [e'_{\text{pre}}(t_i) - x(t_i)].$$

(2)

where $e'_{\text{pre}}(t)$ and $e'_{\text{pre}}(t_i)$ are the correlated external signals, at times $t$ and $t_i$ respectively, calculated based on the previous active correlation at $t_i$. Equation (2) will be the active correlation after $t_i$ until the next updating event.
It is critical to update the internal/external correlation when the tumor moves into the gating window to improve the effectiveness of gated treatment (supporting results are demonstrated in figure 6 and section 3.1). A successful updating algorithm needs to address two important issues: (i) when is the best time to update the correlation and (ii) how frequently an update is needed. This paper will describe two updating algorithms to determine the optimal updating time: one is based on the amplitude and the other is based on the phase.

- **Updating based on amplitude.** For this approach, the gating window is divided into different percentages based on amplitude, as illustrated in figure 3(a). One of these percentage lines is defined as the updating trigger line. Once the external signal passes the trigger line from below to above, an updating event will be triggered. Figure 3(a) demonstrates the corresponding updating events at the 0%, 25% and 50% percentage lines, for which the updating frequency is one update per breathing cycle. The amplitude-based updating is simple and straightforward. However, there can be no updating point for some breathing cycles. For instance, there is no update for the 50% percentage line for the first breathing cycle since the external signal never passes the 50% line in this breathing cycle. The worst case is that the external signal is always below the predefined amplitude percentage line. In this case, there will be no updates at all.

- **Update based on phase.** A piecewise linear representation (PLR) of respiratory motion (Wu et al. 2004) decomposes a normal breathing cycle into three states: exhale (EX), end-of-exhale (EOE) and inhale (IN). The gating window (generally at the EOE state) for the external signal is divided into different phases based on the duration as demonstrated in figure 3(b). When the external signal passes the predefined triggering phase, the updating event will be activated. The phase-based algorithm ensures there is one updating point for every breathing cycle.

### 2.4. Gating window determination

We propose a clinical oriented approach to determining the gating window position, as shown in figure 4. The peak points at the EOE states are identified and the mean position of these peak points.
Figure 3. Two algorithms for online correlation adjustment during radiation treatment: (a) based on amplitude inside a gating window and (b) based on the phase of a piecewise linear model of external signal.

Figure 4. Determination of a gating window position based on the training data sets. The average of the peak points at the end-of-exhale is the center of the gating window.

points will be the middle position of the gating window. The simulation results presented in this paper use the first three breathing cycles to calculate the gating window position. Various
gating window sizes (from 2 mm to 6 mm) will then be simulated to assess the effect of gating window sizes on gated treatment.

2.5. Evaluation of hybrid gating

Three metrics, namely, duty cycle, target coverage and residual motion, are defined to retrospectively evaluate the outcomes of hybrid gating. Assuming $t_0$ is the total treatment duration, including both beam-on and beam-off time, $t_1$ is the beam-on time based on a specific updating algorithm (true positives plus false positives), and $t_2$ is the correct beam-on time (true positive), the two metrics are defined as follows:

$$\text{duty cycle (DC)} = \frac{t_1}{t_0} \cdot 100\%.$$ (3)

$$\text{target coverage (TC)} = \frac{t_2}{t_1} \cdot 100\%.$$ (4)

Both false positives and false negatives are considered in the two metrics. The more false negatives the lower the duty cycle. The more false positives the lower the target coverage. Ideally, a good hybrid gating algorithm should result in high DC and high TC. If a tradeoff between DC and TC is required, the focus is on improving TC while maintaining the DC at an acceptable level.

The residual motion is used to evaluate the statistical variability of the motion signals in the gating window. To calculate the residual motion, first, the motion position is classified either in or outside a gating window. The residual motion is the standard deviation of the corresponding motion signal inside the gating window, which is calculated based on the following formula:

$$\text{residual motion} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum (x_i - \bar{x})^2},$$ (5)

where $x_i$ is the motion signal inside a gating window of either the original signals or the updated signals.

The residual error between the internal target position and the edge of the gating window for all false positives is also measured. The relative average distance and total distance of false positives during a treatment fraction are calculated.

3. Results and discussion

The differences of hybrid gating with or without dynamic online adjustment of internal/external correlation are illustrated in figure 5. The updating algorithm is based on the piecewise linear model (PLR) at the 0% phase. It can be observed from the figure that both false positives and false negatives have been reduced for this specific patient. Similar results have been observed in the amplitude-based updating algorithm.

3.1. Results on the effects of updating timing

The optimal timing to update the internal/external correlation is an important issue for an updating algorithm. Figure 6 demonstrates the timing effects using amplitude-based updating algorithm. Nine timing options inside or outside the gating window at the exhale stage are illustrated in figure 6(a). The changes of target coverage (TC) and the duty cycle (DC) for one patient and the average for all the patients are illustrated in figures 6(b) and (c).
Figure 5. The outcome of hybrid gating with online adjustment of internal/external correlation based on the phase, along with the corresponding gating signals and gating errors.

Figure 6. The timing effects on target coverage (TC) and duty cycle (DC) for amplitude-based updating where the updating frequency is once every cycle and the gating window size is 4 mm. (a) Illustration of the different updating points on the exhale state based on amplitude (b) the DC and TC changes for a specific patient averaged over 23 treatment sessions, and (c) the DC and TC changes averaged over 160 treatment sessions of nine patients.

The figures showed that hybrid gating with online correlation adjustment improves target coverage (TC), however it also brings down the duty cycle (DC). This is true at different timings. The improvement of TC is most prominent when the tumor moves into the gating window (updating timing T3, T4 and T5), i.e., near the transition points from exhale to end-of-exhale state. The improvement decreases as the updating timing is away from (both before or after) the transition points. The reduction of DC is significant in the exhale state but does not change too much in the end of exhale state.

The detailed effects of updating timings inside the gating window on gated treatments for nine patients are summarized in table 1. The phase-based updating yields similar results to the amplitude-based updating. A common observation from the table is that correlation updating will improve the target coverage but decrease the duty cycle inside the gating window. In addition, for most patients, updating at the earlier stage of the gating window shows greater improvements in the target coverage. In the following, we will focus on the updating results...
Figure 7. The effects of updating frequency on target coverage (TC) and duty cycle (DC) for amplitude-based updating, where the updating frequencies range from one update for every breathing cycle to one update for every three breathing cycles.

Table 1. The timing effects inside a gating window for amplitude-based updating of nine patients where gating window is 3 mm and updating frequency is once every cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>TC (%)</th>
<th>DC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ext T5 T6 T7</td>
<td>ext T5 T6 T7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>75.39 90.46 90.02 85.40</td>
<td>21.39 20.42 19.59 16.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>81.66 92.52 83.96 86.64</td>
<td>41.85 18.72 35.13 36.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>78.93 94.48 90.86 89.78</td>
<td>40.77 20.07 29.71 30.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>78.63 88.20 87.10 87.75</td>
<td>22.00 21.55 20.58 19.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>77.53 96.52 93.00 90.47</td>
<td>33.19 21.28 22.89 22.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>54.09 70.53 74.71 71.13</td>
<td>18.61 14.80 14.53 17.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>55.76 75.00 82.18 77.32</td>
<td>40.36 11.02 17.35 19.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>80.64 88.19 82.91 81.01</td>
<td>34.92 29.11 29.46 30.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>77.56 84.36 87.66 85.59</td>
<td>19.93 23.11 21.79 19.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on updating at lower edge of the gating window, i.e., the updating timing option T5 as shown in figure 6(a).

3.2. Results on the effects of updating frequencies

The choice of the updating frequency can be a challenging issue for real-time dynamic correlation updating. The effects of updating frequencies are demonstrated in figure 7 and table 2 for amplitude-based updating, where the updating frequencies range from one update per breathing cycle to one update every three breathing cycles. The average differences between updating every cycle and every two cycles are $1.65 \pm 0.26\%$ for TC (column $TC_1 - TC_2$) and $0.18 \pm 0.14\%$ for DC (column $DC_1 - DC_2$). The differences between updating every cycle and every three cycles are $4.98 \pm 1.34\%$ for TC and $0.63 \pm 0.55\%$ for DC. One notable exception is patient 9, who has extremely irregular external motion signal with erratic baseline shift, large amplitude oscillation, and frequency changes. Although its TC has improved with low-updating frequency, its DC has decreased. Similar results have been observed for the phase-based updating. The higher the frequency at which the updating
Figure 8. The effects of gating window sizes on target coverage (TC) and duty cycle (DC) for different external gating approaches (without updating, or updating based on amplitude or PLR): (a) for a patient with regular motion and (b) for a patient with erratic motion. The updating frequency is once per breathing cycle at 0% amplitude or EOE phase.

Table 2. The effects of the updating frequencies on amplitude-based updating where gating window size is 3 mm and the frequencies are one update per one (DC1 and TC1) or two (DC2 and TC2) or three (DC3 and TC3) breathing cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>TC (%)</th>
<th>DC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TC1 − TC2</td>
<td>TC1 − TC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>14.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>−9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (P1 to P9)</td>
<td>1.65 ± 0.26</td>
<td>4.98 ± 1.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is performed, the better the target coverage (TC). The effects of updating frequencies are relatively small for DC.

3.3. Results on the effects of gating window sizes

The effects of gating window sizes on the efficacy of gated treatments have been analyzed and the results of two representative patients are illustrated in figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows a patient with regular motion and figure 8(b) shows one with quite irregular motion. The target coverage (TC) and duty cycle (DC) are compared among three gating approaches: external gating without correlation updating, hybrid gating with amplitude-based updating, and hybrid gating with phase-based updating. Generally, larger gating windows result in better target coverage and higher duty cycle. The duty cycle of most patients is \( \geq 20\% \) when the gating window \( \geq 3\mathrm{mm} \).
Gating based on internal/external signals

3.4. Evaluation of dynamic updating on gated treatments

Figure 9 summarizes the target coverage (TC) and duty cycle (DC) for each patient, averaged over the whole treatment course. With dynamic updating, either amplitude- or phase-based updating, the target coverage is improved, notably for six patients (10% more than without updating), moderately for two patients, and slightly for one (patient 9 who has erratic motion). The average increase in TC, averaged over all patients, is 12% for phase-based updating and 11% for amplitude-based updating. However, the duty cycle has diminished with internal/external correlation updating (except patient 4 increases the DC by 1.3% for phase-based updating). The average decrease in DC is 10% for phase-based updating and 11% for amplitude-based updating.

Thus, applying either updating method will improve the outcome of gated treatment, although the phase-based approach showed slightly better performance than the amplitude-based approach for most patients. Target coverage demonstrates the precision of delivered radiation dose to the patients while the duty cycle indicates the duration of a gated treatment. Lower target coverage means more radiation dose to the healthy tissue or critical structures. From the view of clinical applications, as long as the duty cycle satisfies a certain threshold (such as at least 20%), the improvement of target coverage has great impact for precise radiation treatment.

3.5. Residual motion in the gating window

The residual motion, which is the standard deviation of the corresponding motion signal in the gating window, of two patients is illustrated in figure 10. One patient has regular motion and the other has irregular motion. It is shown that the residual motion has no significant difference whether the internal/external correlations are dynamically updated or not. Thus, our updating algorithms do not create large dispersion of the motion signals in the gating window.
The residual motion in the gating window of the accumulative treatment signals: (a) the residual motion of a patient with regular motion and (b) the residual motion of a patient with irregular motion.

Figure 10. The false positive errors for a treatment session of a specific patient using different correlation approaches: (a) the average distance and (b) the total accumulative distances between the correlated tumor position and true internal position.

Figure 11. The errors between the internal target position and the edge of the gating window for all false positives are calculated. The average distances of a treatment fraction, either with or without update, are illustrated in figure 11(a), which showed that dynamic correlation updating reduced the residual error. The relative accumulative errors are demonstrated in figure 11(b), where the error without update is normalized to 100. For this treatment fraction, the relative accumulative errors with updates are less than 20 mm. One reason is that dynamic correlation updates reduce the false positive rate.

4. Summary

Two internal/external correlation updating algorithms have been proposed in this paper. One is based on the amplitude percentages in the gating window and the other is based on the phases of the end-of-exhale state (which usually is the gating window) from a piecewise linear representation (PLR) of motion signal. Comprehensive evaluation of gated treatment has been performed to test the effects of altered updating frequency, various gating window sizes, and
different updating timings for both amplitude- and phase-based updating approaches. Several metrics, including target coverage, duty cycle, residual motion in the gating window, residual error for all false positives, are defined to evaluate gated treatment.

The results showed that dynamic correlation updating is necessary for the success of gated radiation treatment. Moreover, gated treatment has high requirements for the timing of correlation updates, i.e., correlation updating near the gating window entry point improves more for the average target coverage, with some sacrifice of treatment efficiency. This is the major difference between our updating algorithms and other correlation updating methods (Kanoulas et al. 2007). One update per breathing cycle (~0.2 Hz for internal imaging) is acceptable for most regular treatments with improved target coverage. For long lasting treatments, internal imaging can be further reduced by a factor of two, i.e., one update every two breathing cycles, with the sacrifice of a couple of percentages of target coverage (1.65%). Compared to the RTRT system with an internal imaging rate of 30 Hz, our approach has reduced the internal imaging dose more than 150 times. The residual errors in the gating window or for all false positive showed that our updating algorithms reduce residual motion and lower false positive rate.

Further investigation is being carried out to study gating based on updated internal/external signals in a clinical environment. For example, one direction is to integrate advanced features, such as the estimation of motion uncertainties and phase discrepancies during internal imaging, and the impact of motion hysteresis, into the correlation updating algorithm. Another direction is the simulation of gating during a real-time treatment with motion prediction by considering the system delay and imaging rate (Sharp et al. 2004). Yet another direction is to integrate the updating algorithms to dynamically change the sizes and positions of the gating window under the restrictions of treatment planning system. It will be very useful for patients with irregular motion, especially with baseline drift. In addition, more precise evaluation metrics for gating are under active exploration.
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